Using LexisNexis Academic to find Case Law

**Step One: Select Search By Subject or Topic**

The Academic Knowledge Center is currently undergoing an upgrade. During this work, it will be unavailable. Video tutorials for LN Academic are available.

**Step Two: Select Federal & State Cases**

Legal

- Federal and State Cases
- Landmark Cases
- Law Reviews
- State Statutes and Regulations
- Shepard's® Citations

**Step Three: Search by topic, case parties, or case number. Click on Advanced Search to narrow by court, state, and date.**

*LexisNexis does not correct your spelling, so if you get no results double check and try again!*
Using LexisNexis Academic to find Case Law

Shepardizing A Case in LexisNexis Academic

**Step One: Find the case that you want to Shepardize and click on it.**

**Step Two: Click on the dropdown arrow beside “Next Steps.”**

You will then see all subsequent and prior history of the case.